
Introducing:

appficiency’s
Time  |  Task  |  Bill

NetSuite addon

Designed specifically for project 
managers & team members 
utilizing NetSuite’s project 
management tool for high volume 
accounts & complex billing.
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Are you a project manager looking to optimize your project task queues, statuses, and assignments? With this 

appficiency addon you can improve your work flow by adding multiple features to your netsuite project task 

manager. 

Product Features:
Import task assignments
Edit task lists directly
Reassign projects with ease
Reallocate resources on the fly
Easily update task status
Ensure adequate project staffing
Run profitability reports by project & task

Generate granular reporting on projects & tasks
Provide financial health snapshots in real time
Identify most profitable and inefficient tasks
Mark tasks as project milestones
Bill automatically against project milestones
Allocate resources by the hour
Supports native project task assignment & tracking
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The Time Entry Suitelet streamlines the time entry process for users by providing them a user-friendly layout. 

Project managers can track all relevant time entry information about the project with ease using our new 

suitelet addon. 

Product Features:
Revamped user interface
Improved field navigation
Record multiple memos in a single field
Concise weekly time recap
Restricted access to rates

Dedicated vendor centre
Restricted employee classification
Mark non-billable support time
Total hours tracking
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The Billing Engine provides the tools required to execute all billing functions related to time and 

materials-based projects, milestone-based projects and retainer clients.
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Product Features:
Dedicated billing section with tab
On-demand time utilization updates
User-friendly interface simplifies billing process
Real time invoice forecasting
Track time and materials-based projects
Set invoice reminders and alerts
Review advanced invoice history

Track and prompt billing by project milestone
Track and prompt billing for retainer clients
Improved functionality for invoice handling
Monitor invoice progression on demand
Improves communication between departments
Ensures timely invoicing
Improves cash flow


